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Swami:  Good evening guys. Today is the most important and 
beautiful day.  I hope you should know it.  What is the great day of 
today and tomorrow, Gustav? 
 
Gustav:  Ganesh. 
 
Swami:  What is mean by Ganesh? 
 
Gustav:  Ganesh is the remover of obstacles.  He's the son of the 
Mother born without the father.   She made him without Shiva.   
 
Swami:  Is it true Roman? 
 
Roman:  Where she is he always is.   
 
Swami:  Number one, this is the time, the opportunity this coming 
twenty-four hours from now, to receive anything whatever to 
fulfill in your life. This is the most powerful vibrations…  And 
number two, without his (Ganesh) help, it's highly impossible to 
receive anything, even to Ravanasura, even to Mother Divine, even 
if Shiva is directly given certain boons to you, if you don't have the 
blessing from Lord Ganesha, you'll lose it.  If Ganesh energy is not 
perfectly protecting you, you are in trouble.  If the main illusions, 
also one part is coming very powerfully and not going from you, 
it's lack of Ganesh's blessings. That's why, since one or two 
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months, I keep telling, “Put some water on Shiva and do 
pradakshana to Ganesh.”  You know what I'm saying?  
  
You might think it's a little crazy, funny, Swami's also turned like a 
western person.  Since one and a half months I'm simply observing 
your vibrations in the ashram – scanning. It's very super smooth 
and nice. So far it didn't happen on the planet to the university 
what I want to give. One big highlight is taking the sandalwood 
paste, preparing a statue. Again giving the life to the statue as a 
baby.  It's never happened. Even Jesus he did it and failured.  
Buddha did it and failured.  I don't think I'll get failure.   

 
So before the University finished, it's called Jivajemma Kriya… 
Jivajemma kriya. So it's the most powerful process how you really 
can manifest a soul, like what Mother Divine did it (Ganesh).  You 
can pull Mother Divine, you can pull objects from Baba, you can 
pull from the Jesus certain things, you can play certain, whatever 
the siddhis… all… you seen many things but this siddhi, this 
Kriya, Jemmakriya, who really learned that, then you're done.  At 
least if you did the soul travel you're pretty good done in your life.   
 
Already your Swami feeling a little bit bored here on the planet.  
I'm serious, little bit bored, “Ok, what's the… all the stuff, it's 
done.”  In this university maybe certain lift I can give it then find 
my way. So that's why you notice in me, I'm not really focusing, 
pretty good I am stitha pregnatata. I know what I need to give 
you, same time try to understand what you can give back to the 
Penukonda land.  You understand Paul? 

 
Paul:  Yes Swami.   
 
Swami:  What do you want to give back? 
 
Paul:  The hard work, and energy, and commitment to make this 
Penukonda aspiration as great or even greater than the Krishna 
Devaraya time. 
 
Swami:  I had big dream.  I wanted to build a big desire like a 
Mother Divine Temple. Then, ok, southwest land is keep empty 
and no dareness to go there.  Northeast is little height.  Then all of 
sudden we got the little land (in the Northeast), we dug it, started to 
making a landscaping.  Started to thinking, “What is, is?  What is 
this?” So certain thing came out there, it means something… 
maybe I have to turn as a rock or I have to do the Kali Yuga 
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dharma, dharma of the Kali Yuga have to do one part - take that 
and punch it back. And it's the time for me to release certain 
powerful information back into the planet? Still I'm under 
confusion.  Still I'm also surrendered to Lord Ganesh, "Hey, give 
me the clarity.  Give me the clarity."  So Ganesh was born very 
interestingly.  He was created with amazing souls.  Every person 
on the planet, the maharshis, including Mahakali form of the 
energies, he's the only person received that energy – his soul.  You 
know what I'm saying?   
 
So, there's one place on the power journey where we should go, 
that's Kanipakam. It's self-made (Ganesh). It keeps growing and 
came out from the earth. Still it's growing the rock is growing.  It's 
not a joke, some supernatural powers still existing in some places.  
You need to understand that too. Whenever you're trying to 
understand the supernatural thing, then many illusions started to 
come.  If you're not, you're still stuck.  How to do that?  You know 
what I'm saying?   
 
Veemala I have a question to you.  What you understand your 
Swami? Forget about Baba, forget about Ganesh, all the stuff… 
what you know about your Swami? Am I boring you guys?  
 
Students:  No! 
 
Swami:  What you know about me?  Am I tricky guy?  
 
Veemala:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  Is that a comment or a compliment? 
 
Veemala:  Compliment.   
 
Swami:  Ok, what else you know? 
 
Veemala:  Playing illusions.  Playing with us sometimes.  
 
Swami:  That's my hobby, can't help it.  Life is a bore already I'm 
getting bored.  I have to play.  Yea? 
 
Veemala:  You confuse us sometimes. 
 
Swami:  Give me an example?  What is the best confused you got 
in your life?  No, I'm serious, I'll admit.   
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Veemala:  Before I met you, I was in a big confusion that I am not 
connected to God.  I was looking for God and I couldn't find him 
in a way.  And when I met you something changed.  
 
Swami:  Changed in what? 
 
Veemala:  That somebody's taking care of me, and my soul.  You're 
taking care of me… and Baba…   
 
Swami:  Then how I confused you there?   
 
Veemala:  It's not good example.   
 
Swami:  I got confused. 
 
Veemala:  It's impossible.   
 
Swami:  What I made you confused?  Anybody can tell?  If I really 
confused you, anybody have real clarity how I confused you? 
“Swami you confused me here.”  No, I want to know, seriously.   
 
Eric:  With processes, definitely I think you put us in confusions. 
 
Swami:  Tell one process one example. 
 
Eric:  One time you sent the Paramahamsa Group to Hampi for a 
process.  It was going to be nine days.  So we were there for three 
months.   
 
Swami: Just ninety days?   
 
Eric:  We were suppose to be nine days, and we were there ninety 
days yea.  So then we would get a phone call from you saying, 
"Guys, I'm not seeing enough inspiration. You're not showing 
enough inspiration."  So we'd try to do more japa, more 
inspiration, something. 
 
Swami:  At the time you met Veemala there, what? 
 
Eric:  No, this was before I was with Veemala. 
 
Swami:  So the point is, I tell one thing, I do another thing? 
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Eric:  Yes.   
 
Swami:  It's not a confusion, it's testing patience. 
 
Eric:  Well there was a lot of confusion with Veemala too, that's 
true.  That lila. 
 
Swami:  What? 
 
Eric: First introducing us, then creating a big spark and then 
separating us for a long time. 
 
Swami:  Then I have to see if you really like it or not.  Is it true 
Paul? 
 
Paul:  Yes Swami it's true. 
 
Swami:  What do you mean true? 
 
Paul:  Sometimes you have to put two souls apart to see if there's a 
real bond, a real connection there.   
 
(Stopped here) 
 
Swami:  It's not me confuse that. When you're doing a process, 
when you take a diksha, I don't want anybody to get disturbed 
there. No chance any affection. No chance any funny you create 
your own karma.  
 
For example, Daniella mentioned something, “Swami, lalalalala, 
this.”  Ok, she's in Hong Kong, I have to go and see her, what's 
she's really doing it. I went and I saw and I found out certain 
things and I discovered.  Came back and again I discovered some 
things. She gave the illusions, a huge stack like this (shows one 
meter high).  Is it true?  
 
Daniella:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  I have to respect her.  I have to respect her feelings.  Same 
time, I have to make her happy.  Same time I have to pull her in a 
process to complete it. You know what I'm saying? One part I have 
to be as a big friend, then really powerful with a stick, the same 
time like a brother, same time like really hunter.  She's like stuck.  
They deported her from America and she needs a visa. She's 
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begging and crying. Thomas is coming like five times, “She's some 
where, she needs some help, can you send some piece of paper?”  I 
waited like how many days before I sent it? 
 
Daniella:  How long you waited?  Well it went back and forth for 
about two and a half weeks, so some time.  
 
Swami:  I don’t have any bad intention to put you in the illusion. 
Zero Chance. Whenever the illusion is running means, try to 
receive from the Ganesh protection circles. It's a standard law. The 
receiving is today. Once if you receive these twenty-four hours, it 
really helps to your process rest of your life… take off.  Just doing 
his prayer (Ganesh) as much as you can. 
 
From tomorrow morning 8 a.m. the puja starts. First puja there, 
then whatever we sit the fire puja at 10 a.m. Then after that I'll 
teach new, big, vast subject. Whole sector is one thing - JC 
Channels is one thing. This what I'm going to teach, the new 
subject is different thing.  It comes everything - the Kandhana 
Yoga, Dhauti Yoga, in all angles it comes with link with the soul 
from the body.  It's Baba's mercy and blessings making everything 
to happen here. I'm telling you guys this very serious point. 
Whenever you're feeling, “This is yours, this is mine,” then you are 
in trouble. You know what I'm saying? You are for him (Baba).  
Whatever you have that's for him.  Today he allowed you to breath 
in, breath out - that's his grace. Today he allowed you to eat a piece 
of bread in ashram - that is his grace. Whatever he provided in 
your life, that's completely his mercy and his blessing. Try to come 
with that clarity, clear conclusion.  Understand?  Any questions? 
 
Aghni:  Swami, what does it mean doing pradakshana to Ganesh? 
 
Swami:  Your soul doing pradakshana, Ganesh is like a magnet.  
Your soul is little kind of small magnet.  You need to receive some 
vibrations.  Of course you'll receive vibrations.   
 
Michaela: You asked Veemala what she knows about you.  I would 
like to know who you are?  Kaleshwar is something about Kali and 
Shiva… I would like to know.  
 
Swami:  That's me too - I'm researching on it. If somebody told me, 
“You are this Swami,” “Uh, oh, ok, thank you.”  Maybe Paul can 
tell.  Look at his face how tight it is. You have every problems in 
your life right now, isn't it? 
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Paul:  I have a few. 
 
Swami:  What you think is your problem is not really a problem. 
 
Paul:  Few?   
 
Swami:  That's not at all a problem.  You're thinking it's a problem.  
What's that few?  
 
Paul:  Not a lot of money. 
 
Swami:  It's not a big deal.  Ok, not having lot of money… You're 
hearing it?   Ok, next.   
 
Paul:  Not understanding fully why I'm here, what I'm suppose to 
receive and how to implement it properly?  
 
Swami:  Ok.  Next? 
 
Paul: Not fully understanding the tests that are there.  I mean there 
are tests… I can feel them, but not understanding them properly. 
 
Swami: Test? For example, Gustav is singing and the way of his 
(playing guitar), even I don't know it. Very interestingly I observe 
his fingers how he's doing a couple of movements. Even I don't 
know it, but I'm observing how he's really doing it. When 
somebody's doing meditation, somebody got some angle success, 
they're happy. You have to reach to such type of people, spend 
some time and receive some happiness from them. You know 
what I'm saying?  
 
I start my days now at 8 o'clock in my office. Simply I say, 
“Thomas, Terry - they show up.” I put the music. It keeps running. 
It means I'm not watching the movie there, the songs, it keeps 
running but my thoughts are completely different there. Either I 
try something or just nothing, or simply drinking water or coca 
cola, eating some seeds, some phone call, completely nothing, 
some completely numbness… connected.  Connected.   
 
So, if you're really not understanding this inner earth in India, in 
South India… the most powerful place in the Penukonda Fort… 
this is the place to really understand something.  Not everything, 
but at least something you need to understand. If you got failure 
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here, it gets little difficult to understand.  If anything is happening 
in front of you, for example, a person is going to die.  If any chance 
to me, I won't allow to let the person to die.  For example, Brahma, 
he was suffering with cancer.  Did I allow you to die?   
 
Brahma:  No, I tried. 
 
Swami:  When you got healed? 
 
Brahma:  Been gone over six months. 
 
Swami: Of course he had several things. After he got more 
attached then, hun-un, I saw he's really going to crash. But 
karmically we have some bond there. He totally gave up, he 
surrendered - he hit it.  Even I want to do it, you need to open your 
door - I have to enter in you to get that.  Something I did (tonight 
with the Japanese girl at his chair) you'll know in a few days why I 
did it.  Just breaking the coconuts on some stuff.   
 
It's an important time now. So it's important time in your life to 
grind the knowledge, to jump in the process. There's no chance, 
0.00001% get failure. So again the earth vibrations are very funny 
and strange. Again, we have to hear very soon, again some 
shakeynesses - it'll be pretty powerful punch.  Any questions? 
 
Eric:  So tomorrow are we fasting? 
 
Swami:  No need to.  Don’t get sick.  Some fruits and some… is the 
food ok here? 
 
Paul:  The food has been not so great lately but we're looking to 
implement some help here on food so westerners can eat it… some 
fresh salads, some fresh stir-fried vegetables, some proteins. 
 
Swami:  Why can't few gents go in the village, get like few baskets 
of vegetables?  You can make it steamed then you can preserve it 
with salt and pepper, whatever.  I survived when I was in America 
for several weeks… in Germany just fruits and vegetables.  I think 
the hut food is also tasty but I'll try to fix it, the food.   
 
Aghni:  Who is in the Ganesh, all the devatas? 
 
Swami:  All A-Z.   
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Luzia:  I would like to ask about our power spot.  Could it be that 
whatever Dattatreya got knowledge from Mother Divine about 
how she's creating the souls in the womb, that that knowledge is 
here implemented in the concept in the Dwarkamai?   
 
Swami:  There's no clarity in the question. You understand the 
question,  Daniella? 
 
Daniella:  I think I do.  I think I do.  I think she's saying the womb 
chakra of Mother Divine if there is any relationship to our power 
spot and the soul mechanism? 
 
Swami:  Once your soul left from you body, your soul is coming 
back to your power spot, again the power spot.  Boss will decide to 
you where you need to go or you want to hang around there, you 
can hang around.  Same with Baba Frakkudin, there is thousands 
of souls hanging around with him - all his followers.  Even Shirdi 
Baba's followers is hanging around him having a fun every night 
time. I'm sure I'm also keeping some souls in Dwarkamai for 
several lifetimes just taking care, unless you don't want my torture, 
“Okay, send again.” 
 
Luzia: That's not what I meant. I thought you said the baby is 
meditating in the mother's womb.  My feeling, or my idea was the 
Shiva clay in the Dwarkamai in this ground, that this could be a 
part a seed of our soul that is in the earth element that would be 
the Mother's womb kind of, and is meditating there… like a part of 
us.  Because we're busy in the world, we do our job.  But one part 
of us is here in this earth, meditating, sucking cosmic energy, 
connecting to souls, connecting to Shiva energy. And then that 
could probably help us not only to decharge, but also… 
 
Swami:  Can you tell one straight point? I'm sorry, give me one 
headlight, bullet, straight headline, what's your question? 
 
Luzia:  Does our power spot give us slowly and step by step, the 
Brahma consciousness? 
 
Swami: Your Dwarkamai power spot you're talking about? 
 
Luzia:  Yea, or wherever we have it here.  Is that power spot a seed 
of our soul that is meditating and slowly we get Brahma 
consciousness? 
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Swami:  If you didn't have any attachment to this earth, if you 
didn't have any attachment to the Mother before, you won't come 
here – period. I told it. There's many, many, many links, 
connection… many lifetimes. Finally it's brought you here.  
Simple. How many Catholic Church people, whoever even 
Christianism can really implement and demonstrate the formulas 
in a beautiful way in the planet? Zero - lot of fear, disasters, 
fightings…  I took kind of revolutionary step, “Let's prove it - let's 
bring it.”  Each day Swami's life is a kind of fighting with any 
angle, any corner - it's like Mahakali energy. Today where we 
went Ramakrishna?  It was a nice drive? 
 
Ramakrishna:  Yes Swami.  It was Tanali Ramakrishna Temple? 
 
Swami: Yea. Pretty good we traveled whole Penukonda isn't it?  
I've never even been on such a crazy road. I'm serious. I don't even 
know the car can go there or not.  The next corner we turned like 
completely bushes. We don't know where we're going. We're 
driving like twenty kilometers.  We stopped at small hut, “Which 
village is this?” They recognized me, “Oh Swami, this is 
Penukonda.”  Ok, white flag.   
 
Have a wonderful day.   
 
Everyone:  Thank you Swami.  
 
 

End of Talk 


